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ABOUT US



Launched in 2010, the Canberra Cavalry (The Cavalry) has become a premier club in the Australian Baseball League (ABL). 

Founded as Canberra’s Community Team. 1,000 supporters from around Canberra, including baseball clubs, local businesses, and individuals,

banded together to support the “Let’s Do It, Canberra” campaign to win an entry bid into the ABL. 

Since then, more than 270 players have worn the Cavalry orange and over 240,000 fans have visited the ballpark to see their team in action.

THE CAVALRY IS CANBERRA'S TEAM.

OUR STORY



The Cavalry play our home games at MIT Ballpark in Narrabundah, a

Canberra landmark reknowned for being one of the hottest

attractions  in Summer.

Located just 12 minutes from the Canberra Centre, the ballpark

hosts more than 25,000 patrons per season, with the ABL season

running from mid-November until mid-February. This is a unique

time of year when the world’s largest northern hemisphere leagues

are having their offseasons. 

Competing against 5 domestic sides (Brisbane, Perth, Sydney,

Melbourne & Adelaide) and 2 international sides (Korea & New

Zealand), the ABL reaches a diverse range of fans all over the world.

The ABL season consists of 40 total games, including 20 home

games played in Canberra on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

evenings, as well as Sunday afternoons. The Games last

approximately 3 hours each with 18 short breaks which allow for fan

entertainment and sponsorship activations. 

OUR STORY



The Cavalry won our maiden ABL Championship in Season 2012/13,

defeating the Perth Heat in a year that culminated in an Asia Series

Championship. The Cavalry remain the only Australian side to win

this Championship.

Highlighted by the 2012/13 Championship, the Cavalry

have been a regular feature in the ABL post-season,

consistently qualifying for play-offs, including 

 consecutive appearances in the past 4 seasons.

CHAMPIONS OF THE LEAGUE



Due to the unique timing of the ABL Season, high-profile talent

flocks to Australia from some of the world's most professional

leagues. The Cavalry have produced 7 players since 2009/2010, that

have gone on to play in the Major League (MLB).

The arrival of several international players from our

affiliate clubs each season, brings a new level to our

international exposure all across the globe,

specifically in our key marketing areas (i.e. Australia, 

 North America & Asia).didi gregorius

2009/2010 Cavalry Infielder

didi gregorius

943 Games @ MLB Level 

JON BERTI

2013/2014 Cavalry Utility

JON BERTI

166 Games @ MLB Level 

A FORCE IN THE U.S.A



In 2013, the Cavalry won the Asia Series, creating significant brand

awareness for the Cavalry throughout Asia. Beginning in Season

2018/19, the Cavalry developed a strategic partnership with the

DeNA Yokohama BayStars, a powerhouse club in the Nippon

Professional League (Japan), which further expanded our reach and

exposure in Asia.

The ABL have also introduced a Korean team in the

league, which has expanded our broadcast reach into

a new Asian region with great success. The

international reach of the Cavalry continues to grow

every year!Shota imanaga

2018/2019 PITCHER  

SHOTA IMANAGA

105 Games @ Nippon Pro Baseball  

A FORCE IN ASIA



Live Stream Broadcast

Digital Engagement

Player Exchanges

Over the past decade, the Cavalry have established partnerships with affiliate clubs at the highest levels.  The Cavalry's connection with

Major League and Minor League in these key areas (i.e. North America & Asia) improves the competition and grows our reach via;

OUR AFFILIATE CLUBS



Pride Night, celebrating the diversity of our CBR community

and promoting inclusion in our great game.

Indigenous Night, celebrating our grass roots and

acknowledging the traditional owners of the land.

Military Night, celebrating the sacrifice our our service men

and women in defence of our nation.

The Cavalry prides itself on engaging with it's diverse community,

leading the ABL for 'firsts' in the league, with gamedays dedicated

to;

A FORCE IN CANBERRA



Japan Night, celebrating our relationship with the Japanese

community in CBR, as well as our partnership with the DeNA

Yokohama BayStars.

Pride Night, celebrating the diversity of our CBR community

and promoting inclusion in our great game.

Indigenous Night, celebrating our grass roots and

acknowledging the traditional owners of the land.

The Cavalry prides itself on engaging with it's diverse community,

leading the ABL for 'firsts' in the league, with gamedays dedicated

to;

A FORCE IN CANBERRA



The Cavalry have strong charity ties within the Canberra community,

highlighted by the donation of naming rights in 2020/21 to Lifeline

Canberra. Throughout the history of the Cavalry, more than $50,000

has been raised for various charities within the region, with key

charities such as Lifeline Canberra & MensLink benefitting from the

club's ongoing charity efforts.

The charity component of our work provides the Cavalry

with an opportunity to give back to our community, as

well as provide key support for those who need it most.

Through regular donations, fundraising efforts and/or

player appearances, the Cavalry are always happy to

support charitable causes.

A FORCE IN CANBERRA



The Cavalry have one of the highest membership bases in the ABL,

with close to 1000 members signing up to secure the hottest ticket

in Canberra Summer.

The Cavalry have strong media relationships with various TV, web,

radio, and print outlets throughout Canberra, including: 

• Canberra Times                 • ABC Radio

• The RiotACT                        • 2CC / 2CA

• WIN TV                                    • Canberra FM (Hit104.7fm, Mix 106.3fm) 

The Cavalry's reach extends beyond Canberra, through key

broadcast partners including:

• NITV                                           • Foxsports/Kayo

50,000+ baseball
fans in the act

12,000+
email recipients

weekly coverage
TV, radio, press, online

and international
baseball media

25,000+
spectators

through the gates
each season

fTA & livestream
game of the week

broadcasts

fans by
gender

55% - 40% 

1K+
average
unique
live

stream
views

13,000+
facebook
followers

6,000
twitter

followers

5,000+
instagram
followers

5.4 million
reached in 2020/21

 2.7M worldwide tv audience, 400K
web sessions, 2.3M social media

reach, 24K live spectators 

OUR PRESENCE



SPONSORSHIP

OPPORTUNITITES



In-stadium Branding

On-field & Off-field Attire

Digital Marketing

Broadcast

Media

Corporate Hospitality

Employee Engagement

To achieve these objectives, the Cavalry propose a

sponsorship package that engages the following

strategies;

CAVALRY SPONSORSHIP



Homeplate/Pitching Mound 

Outfield

Baseline (1st & 3rd)

Dugout Branding

Scoreboard screen

Sponsor Activation Zone

Corporate Hospitality Area

Members Grandstand Area

MIT Ballpark provides unrivalled flexibility with

unique in-stadium branding opportunities, with

activations such as; 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

IN-STADIUM BRANDING



Homeplate/Pitching Mound* – visible on

screen whist pitchers are pitching or behind

the batters box view.

Dugout branding* – Bulkhead

advertising and sponsors board

on dugout wall.

Outfield – premium position

visible to crowd and outfield

camera shots.

1st  Baseline - premium

position visible to crowd and

pitcher camera shots.

IN-STADIUM BRANDING - EXAMPLES

*Subject to availability



With a large EDM database exceeding 20,000, our emails

provide a heavy branding opportunity for your organisation.

The Cavalry Social Media platforms provide a powerful

engagement tool to connect Cavalry fans with your

characteristics and valuable calls to action.

Canberra Cavalry Facebook account (>13.2 followers)

Instagram (>5.1k likes) and Twitter (>6k followers).

Our significant and growing digital presence provides a powerful

tool for reaching your objectives.

Our website/s receives over 250,000 views, including over 80,000

visits, and over 40,000 unique visitors.

DIGITAL MARKETING - SOCIALS, WEBSITE & EDM'S



410k viewers tuned in to watch the Cavalry via Foxtel 

530k viewers tuned into ABL Games via YouTube

730k viewers tuned into ABL Games via Facebook

Logo displayed during broadcast

Lower Third Graphics & Commentator Reads 

Commercial airtime between every innings

Exposure into key Cavalry markets (i.e. US, Asia)

Every home game was broadcast during the 2020/21 ABL Season, totalling over

30 hours of live content. During our broadcasts, the Cavalry had broadcast

viewership of;

 

The broadcast provides promotional opportunities for our sponsors via; 

ABL games reached, on average, 169k per game worldwide, which was an

increase of 37.2% on the 2019/20 figures. With Korea and NZ re-joining the

competition in 2021/22, this is expected to increase further.

DIGITAL MARKETING - THE LIVE STREAM



Ceremonial First Pitch, traditionally thrown by a VIP of your

choice.

Brand recognition by MC at each Canberra Cavalry home game.

Corporate Hospitality via Bunker Boxes & Saloon Deck,

including food and drink packages.

Standard General Admission & Reserved Seating for your

customers and Staff.

Nothing beats a Cavalry gameday experience, whether it be as a

player, a fan or a sponsor, a night at MIT Ballpark brings a level of

uniqueness unrivalled in the ABL. Our gameday offers the

opportunity for you and your guests to experience;

GAMEDAY EXPERIENCE



A WHOLE NEW

BALL GAME

WELCOME TO THE TEAM.

#CHARGE


